On Tuesdays
Starting at 1:30pm

$1 donation (includes popcorn)

February 5th First Man 141mins., (2018) (Drama/History)
Starring: Ryan Gosling, Claire Foy, Jason Clark (Rated: PG-13)

A first-person account through the eyes of Neil Armstrong recounts the history-changing years
before the Apollo 11 mission. Neil's character takes us back to 1961, and recalls what it was like
to be the first man on the moon. Retelling the most dangerous mission America had ever done,
Neil brings to life his personal sacrifices, and the sacrifices of the country. Neil leads us from the
very beginning, all the way up to July 20, 1969, when he took one giant leap for mankind.

February 12th The Wife 100 mins., (2017) (Drama)
Starring: Glenn Close, Jonathan Pryce, Max Irons (Rated: R)

For almost 40 years, Joan has been the spouse of prolific American writer, Joe Castleman. She
has played the part of the good and charming wife, giving Joe her unwavering support as he pursued his writing aspirations. After a long career and an extensive body of work, Joe Castleman
has been chosen to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature. While the couple makes the journey to
Stockholm, tensions begin to rise as Joan starts to reflect on her own life, including the sacrifices
made and the secrets kept to ensure Joe achieved his dreams.

February 19th At Eternity’s Gate 110mins., (2018) (Drama)
Starring: Willem Dafoe, Rupert Friend, Oscar Isaac (Rated: PG-13)

The last years of the great French painter Vincent van Gogh are dramatized. The focus is on the
time the artist spent in Ales and Auvers-sur-Oise, France. The art of painting itself and the painter's relationship with the concept of infinity are central themes. Not an exhaustive overview of all
events in the final years of Van Gogh's life, but focuses on key elements the artist experienced as
he struggled with mental turmoil and produced some of his greatest masterpieces.

February 26th A Star is Born 135mins.,(2018) (Drama/Romance/Musical)
Starring: Bradley Cooper, Lady Gaga, Sam Elliott (Rated: R)

Both musically-inclined and internally broken, Jackson and Ally are lovers of an unshakable
bond. Undoubtedly gifted yet sorely despondent, Ally is ready to abandon her dreams of becoming an artist. Fortunately, Jackson's unbridled love won't allow for such. Jackson convinces Ally
to continue pursuing her goals. As Ally's musical career begins to thrive, their relationship is
marred by Jackson's conflicting emotions and toxic alcoholism.
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